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Reclaiming Messiah

One of the great legacies of the Historically Informed Performance movement spearheaded by the
likes of Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra & Chorale is the reclaiming of masterworks like Handel’s
Messiah from those who, on the surface, can look like overenthusiastic meddlers. Some of the most
distinguished musicians in history have seen fit to alter Handel’s work almost beyond recognition,
amongst them a certain Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

Both that great genius, and some lesser but still formidable musicians (Sir Thomas Beecham, Sir
Malcolm Sargent and more) were concerned simply with allowing Handel’s music to chime with the
fashions of the day. If that involved re-upholstering Messiah to include a pack of soaring horns, the
warmth of clarinets (which hadn’t been invented in Handel’s day) and even a bass drum and cymbals,
then so be it.

These alterations would seem both unnecessary and irreverent now. That is a testament to the power
of the Historically Informed Performance movement and its shaping of musical tastes. Approaching
50 years on from the first experiments in historically informed performance and ‘period’
instruments, we are used to hearing Messiah performed by the sort of forces that Handel would have
recognized—whether in concerts promoted by period instruments orchestras like Philharmonia
Baroque Orchestra or by the symphony orchestras that are our neighbors in California.

But perhaps even that is problematic. Because Handel himself presided over performances of
Messiah that used choirs, orchestras and solo casts of differing shapes and sizes even in his own
lifetime. Perhaps more significant than what we now see is what we now hear: a tremendous but
disciplined rhythmic energy thrust into Handel’s music—a focus, a style, an understanding and a far
greater sense of excitement, integrity and contemporary relevance.

Handel’s Concept

That Messiah has been considered, reappraised and performed so regularly in the two-and-a-half
centuries since its composition speaks volumes—not only about the striking nature of Handel’s
music, but also about its consistent resonance with English-speaking societies (and beyond). In
Messiah, Handel more-or-less created a new genre that bore little if no relation to its equivalents in
Europe. Unlike any of his other oratorios (with the possible exception of Israel in Egypt), Messiah had
no plot in the ordinary sense, using words drawn exclusively from the Bible and the Book of Common
Prayer—the textbook of the post-Reformation English church.

Just as there’s nothing particularly surprising in the concept of ‘Handel as innovator’, in some ways
the creation of Messiah was an obvious and natural response to the demands and constraints heaped
upon Handel at the time of its composition. In the late 1730s trends in London entertainment were
changing.

Much to Handel’s frustration, Italian opera was failing to capture the imagination of the public,
despite the composer’s almost delusional attempts to reignite the genre. Handel loved the theatrical
drama that opera in Italian offered. As he began to accept its fate, the obvious recourse would have



been to turn to the dramatic, character-based genre of the oratorio—works that could be performed,
if not acted, in the theater. The recounting of sacred stories was something the English never lost
their fondness for, and there was no need for expensive scenery, costumes or rehearsal periods.

But that wasn’t really on the cards either. The Bishop of London had banned performances of works
with religious overtones on London stages. And so, in creating a work that he knew would eventually
be heard in London, Handel deliberately understated the character-dramatic content of Messiah,
allowing it to slip between the conceived profanities of flamboyance in church and religion on stage.

In so doing, he created a piece based on three concepts for each of its three parts: the narrative of the
nativity and its prophecy (Part 1), the narrative of the crucifixion and redemption of mankind (Part
2), and a commentary on the soul of the Christian and its victory over death (Part 3). One bit German
‘Passion’, one bit English ‘Anthem’, one bit Italian Opera, Handel had created a unique work that
would set the mold for many more English composers after him. Famously, however, Messiah wasn’t
written to be unveiled in London, or even in England.

Handel was known for his charitable work, with many of his London concerts sold as benefits for
local fundraising groups. The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland invited Handel to Dublin in 1738, knowing
the composer’s tendency for benevolence might do his city some good. From 22 August to 14
September 1741, Handel wrote his first version of Messiah in London, setting off for Dublin two
months later with the music in his luggage. The composer’s crossing to Ireland was delayed due to
unfavorable winds, and so he spent some time in Chester, a historic town in the north west of
England near Liverpool, using local singers to road test some of the Messiah’s choruses.

Upon arrival in Dublin, Handel organized two back-to-back subscription concert series at the newly
built music hall in Fishamble Street. Both sold out. Following this, he scheduled the ‘proper’ premiere
of Messiah for 13 April at the same venue, holding a public rehearsal four days earlier. His forces
consisted of an orchestra led by his colleague from London, Matthew Dubourg, soloists also
summoned from London, and the combined choral forces of Dublin’s two cathedral choirs. Details of
the rest of the band of instrumentalists are unknown, though they were probably local.

From Dublin to London

The Dublin premiere was an instant success. Handel immediately scheduled a second performance
for 3 June. In gifting Dublin the first performance of Messiah, Handel came close to replicating, in the
Irish capital, the general popularity and renown he enjoyed in London. But returning home in
mid-August of 1742, the composer found Messiah’s initial English reception a little cold, despite his
billing of the work as ‘A New Sacred Oratorio’ and avoiding any suggestion of the operatic or the
Italian.

So Messiah was parked. Eight years later, however, Handel the philanthropist again came to the fore,
and it seems karma rewarded him for his generosity. The composer had been connected with The
Foundling Hospital in the Holborn area of central London for some years, and in 1750 he mounted a
benefit performance of Messiah in the orphanage’s chapel. As in Dublin, the aim was to raise money,
this time for the hospital itself.

Handel’s Foundling Hospital version of Messiah was rescored with a denser orchestration from that
presented in Dublin (he added oboes, bassoons, horns doubling trumpets, and drums). But the
chorus was slimmed down–probably given the competence of London chapel and consort



singers–and comprised some twenty vocalists including the six boy choristers of the Chapel Royal
(the soloists would also have been expected to sing as part of the chorus). Today, we might refer to
the orphanage setting for this revival of Messiah as having sympathetic ‘ahh factor’. Whether or not
the hospital re-launch was one of opportunism or pure integrity, it didn’t take long for Messiah to
catch on.

Messiah’s Music

The unusual form and structure of Messiah has long interested musicologists. But it’s the detail of
Handel’s music that has sent the work to the top of many a list of favorite choral masterpieces from
any period. Messiah’s music has Handel’s fingerprints all over it, chief among them an almost
unsurpassed gift for setting English words, an undeniable sense of reassurance stemming from the
composer’s own rock-steady faith and a glorious feeling for ceremony. The arias and choruses
combine musical inventiveness and drama, but even in his recitatives Handel writes with a touching
sensitivity. A prime example of that comes in the soprano recitative from Part 1, ‘There were
shepherds abiding in the field’. This is perhaps the closest Messiah gets to the sort of
character-dramatic interaction experienced in some of Handel’s Old Testament oratorios.

Messiah may have constituted a move away from opera on Handel’s part (albeit temporary). But the
composer still utilized the acute dramatic technique that brought him such success as an opera
composer. The aria ‘Why do the nations so furiously rage together?’ is a dramatic tour-de-force for
both baritone and orchestra that is every bit comparable to any of the compelling ‘mad scenes’ from
Handel’s operas.

Naturally, there are moments of serene calm and beauty. The soprano aria ‘I know that my redeemer
liveth’ is thought to have been offered to one of the orphan boy choristers to sing at the Foundling
Hospital performance, which would surely have combined with the music’s innocent purity to special
effect.

Handel also proved typically thrifty in this work, borrowing musical ideas from himself and others on
a number of occasions. We can trace the material for ‘Let all the Angels of God’ back to a keyboard
work by Handel’s senior Jonathan Kempernell. ‘Thou shalt break them’ and ‘The people that walked
in darkness’ have their melodic origins in operatic music by the Italian Giovanni Porta. The material
for the duets ‘O death where is thy sting?’ and a number of choruses  (including ‘And he shall purify’
and ‘For unto us a child is born’) come from Handel’s own back-catalog.

It is surely those and the other choruses that are the real stars of Messiah, and for which Handel
reserves his most striking and inventive word setting. His chorus serves as narrator, commentator
and occasional protagonist. The composer’s gift for ceremonial choral music was well established,
but in Messiah he seasoned his chorus with ingenious effects, some of which would, like those in
Israel in Egypt, have seemed far too extravagant for liturgical performance.

The upper and lower voices literally stray waywardly outwards from one another like wandering
animals in ‘For we, like Sheep, have gone astray’. The off-beat urgency of ‘But thanks, thanks, be to
God’ has an insistence that foreshadows Beethoven. The declamatory drama of ‘Surely he hath born
our griefs’ is notably pointed. At the work’s monumental conclusion, Handel uses a heart-stopping
effect. The colossal fugue that weaves its way through the final ‘Amen’ steadily gains momentum
until, at its very apex, Handel inserts one whole bar of silence before the two final ‘Amens’. This could



only be the work of only one musician. It’s little wonder the German-born composer was cherished in
his adopted homeland, and particularly by the Royals.

Messiah’s Legacy

In the decades immediately after Handel’s death, performances of Messiah came and went a little
sparingly. There was one spectacular revival of the work in March 1784, the year mistakenly thought
to mark the centenary of the composer’s birth. Already Messiah was metamorphosing into both an
unwieldy and ‘cult’ affair. On the third of three days of Handel-related festivities, patronized by
George III and the Earl of Sandwich, Westminster Abbey hosted a performance of Messiah with more
musicians ‘than has been collected in modern times’ according to the contemporary diarist Charles
Burney.

The effect of the performances across the three-day event, not least that of Messiah, seems to have
gold-plated Handel’s posthumous reputation and stamped his name indelibly upon England’s
cultural consciousness. It also saw many of his works published en masse. Handel ‘commemorations’
continued annually for some years, each trumping its predecessor in scale, and creating
performances of such grandeur that the composer of Messiah could not help but achieve legendary
status. Another direct result of these activities, arguably, was the inexorable rise in the following
century of the choral society tradition in England, itself cherishing Messiah - particularly during the
holiday period - and providing fertile ground for the creation of future sacred oratorios.

That tradition quickly spread. By 1818, Messiah had become a staple of yuletide concert schedules on
the east coast of the United States and was starting to gain a foothold in the southern hemisphere.
Americans from West to East have apparently even embraced the tradition of standing up for
Messiah’s most iconic movement: the chorus ‘Hallelujah!’ Legend dictates that King George II of
England was so moved by this particular passage of music at a London performance that he
spontaneously took to his feet, Royal protocol dictating that everyone else in the room must therefore
stand as well. Whenever you hear Messiah live these days, from Stockholm to Singapore, there will
almost certainly be a handful of individuals who stand up when the orchestral introduction to
‘Hallelujah!’ strikes up.

A work as great as Messiah will inevitably be subjected to the fashions and constraints of its epoch.
Small-scale performances with brisk tempi and period ornamentation may have become the order of
the day in the late 20th and early 21st centuries, especially from expert and scholarly professional
ensembles like Philharmonia Baroque.

Who knows what the next 100 years have in store for the Messiah? Handel himself was pragmatic
when it came to amending and adapting his score depending on available resources or even to satisfy
a whim. Perhaps it’s just a happy coincidence that the Messiah’s we enjoy hearing today probably
sounds closest to those enjoyed for the first time by Handel himself, and by his hundreds of adoring
fans.
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